
=Some people think all university students should study whatever they like. Others believe that
they should be allowed to study subjects that will be useful in the future ,such as those related to
science and technology .Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.=

Nowadays, one of the biggest issues of the young generation is what major to choose the major
of their at the university. some conceive that youth should study majors such as science which
have more job opportunities whereas others think that youth should follow their interests in this
case. In this essay I will discuss both ideas.

University students spend at least a four years period of their lives studying in universities so it is
really important as well as vital to love or leastwise like their your field of study. Although,
attachment to a major can be created by passage of time, students should have an overview of
both their major and interests.88888888888888888888888888888888888 .You can never be
satisfied about your job which relates to your major when you don't have enough passion about it
even if you make a lot of money. Relishing for your major as well as/and also your job can lead
you to fulfill your duties as a member of society.

According to the condition of our community, graduatesd in some majors have less opportunity for
employment, namely arts. So it could be a reason why some parents insist on their children to
attending some special majors which are not only more established but also more gainful.
anotherOther reason could be the prestige of a major or a carrier career for example physicians'
incomes are very high as well as having they have a great social honor.

From my perspective everybody has a specific talent which she/hethey can show his/hertheir best
capability in that field. As Albert Einstein said,'' Everybody is a genius'' so youth should choose
their field of study based on their real capacity and interests that will guide them to stand in their
right place. Society needs different jobs so people should study different majors. For being
successful in every job you should put your complete effort to achieve what you want and barriers
like job opportunity cannot prevent people to reachreaching their ambitions.


